
How is Romeo presented in the play? (25) 

 

Throughout Shakespeares’s plays, his purpose is to instruct and entertain the audience, in 

this case, whilst also casting a light on social affairs ultimately providing morals. The 

protagonist Romeo is presented as a young, passionate man who acts with his emotions as 

he stumbles through the ‘’fearful passage’’ of his ‘’death mark’d love’’, clearly contrasting 

many secondary characters in Verona who abide by the concept of masculine honour, 

suppressing their feelings in order to appear more indestructible in the society. He is 

instantly referred to as a ’‘star-crossed’’ lover alongside Juliet which generates an abrupt 

feeling of sympathy in the hearts of the audience. Romeo and Juliet is a Shakespearean 

tragedy in which the prologue is a sonnet with traces of violence and conflict based around 

the ‘’ancient grudge’’ perhaps indicating how difficult it is going to be for Romeo to overcome 

the intertwined components of his fate.  

 

Initially, Act 1 begins with a verbal confrontation which quickly escalates into a fight. 

Romeo’s introduction after this brawl comes with a shock as he happens to bring a fragile, 

more feeble part of his personality to the scene. He relates to his situation as ‘’sad hours’’ 

which seem ‘’long’’. At first glance, this creates a straightforward nature which can be 

depicted through the adjective ‘’sad’’, but Shakespeare has cleverly used the simplicity of 

Romeo’s speech at the beginning to highlight how he  has easily been defeated by his 

affections which made him impotent. The adjective ‘’long’’ further emphasises this as he has 

lost all hope. Shakespeare might be mocking Romeo in an opaque manner by presenting 

this scene straight after the fight, as his character would easily be distinguished, contrasting 

to many other men  such as Sampson and Gregory who fought instantly when being moved. 

This might overstate a view of mockery because Sampson and Gregory are servants rather 

than the noblemen up higher in the hierarchy. if we obscure its deeper, more important 

happening, we may question Romeo’s love to be true as well as he seems like he doesn't 

know what to bring forth from it. It could be argued that it is just lust due to his desire for love 

after rejection but the fact that he has ‘’lost himself’’ through this tragic experience conveys 

that he may actually just be miserable and suffering from unrequited love. 

 

Following on, in act 2 after he has met and fallen in love with juliet just as deeply as she has, 

he runs away after the ball to a capulet garden below her window and is seen questioning 

himself how he can ‘’go forward  when his heart is here’’ as if Juliet has stolen his heart from 

him. Meanwhile Benvolio and Mercurio continue with bawdy banter using Rosaline's name to 

try to annoy him so that he may return unaware that now Romeo admires someone from 

amongst the ‘’other beauties’’. However we know that Rosaline has been misplaced by 

another through the enchanting power of looks as Romo describes her as a ‘’snowy dove’’ 

and a ‘’holy shrine’’, which shows how these initial impulsive decisions that Romeo is making 

are going to lead to his ultimate downfall even though there is a higher force of fate in 

control. Later when they meet and perform soliloquies, Shakespeare want the audience to 

devote themselves to exploring the positive, joyful, and romantic aspects of young love that 

Romeo feels which bring about his ingenious manipulation of the plot into place as the 

audience will have the thought that the prologue must its terms and show this doomed love. 

 

In act 3, for the sake of Juliet who’s now his wife, Romeo adopts Benvolio’s traits by trying to 

keep the peace when Tybalt wants to evoke anger in him to a fight for disrespecting the 

Capulet family by attending the ball. This is seen when he declares that he wants to ‘’tender’’ 



the Capulate name ‘’as dearly as [his] own’’. The word tender suggests that Romeo is being 

quite thoughtful and warm-hearted at this point to protect his relationship, not knowing that 

this will not stop the ‘’fiery tybalt’’ from striking. Even though he may be refusing to take on a 

masculin facade, the audience will be pleased and overjoyed. Shakespeare contrasts this 

ephemeral moment of joy to the upcoming scenes as Romeo ends up killing Tybalt and gets 

banished, all out of grief that his friend Mercutio had died because of him. Conversely he 

blames Juliet for his loss by saying that it’s her ‘’beauty’’ that made him ‘’effeminate’’. His 

refusal to take responsibility for his actions indicates that he may be blinded by his new 

identity, showing that the empowerment he possesses after his confession of love to Juliet, 

is gradually altering into misty arrogance as  

 

Romeo is not present in act 4 when Friar Lawrence creates a plan to help the couple. 

Shakespeare has done this perhaps to allow the audience to gradually feel his devastating 

fate approaching as it stops the plan from succeeding. This links to Act 1 before the ball, 

when he says that he feels a ‘’consequence’’ of his actions ‘’hanging in the stars’’ that would 

lead to an ‘’untimely death’’. However his sharp relation to Juliet is shown through her 

actions ad she desperately comes to Friar Lawrence and offers to do anything if she can't be 

with Romeo, even ‘’go into a new-made grave’’ or be hidden with ‘’a deadman in his shroud’’ 

which foreshadows Romeo’s death in her presence. 

 

Act 5 begins when Friar Lawrence is made aware that his messenger could not get to 

Mantua and deliver his message to Romeo due to a plague that broke out Some readers 

may feel let down and saddened by this, partly because Romeo is going to suffer, but also 

because if Mercutio hadn’t died because of him, as some believe, he would not have cursed 

their household saying ‘’A plague o’ both your houses!’’ multiple times and this coming to 

effect as a consequence. Lastly Romeo regains his strength to physically defend himself just 

to be able to ‘’lie’’ in other words die alongside Juliet. When Paris reminds him of his sin 

declaring that he must die, he says ‘’i must indeed’’ with a careless but arrogant tone 

perhaps indicating that Juliet is nearby, so he has no sense of fear left in him. This is why he 

initially decided to buy the ‘’bitter conduct’’ from the apothecary and came back to Verona 

with the purpose to die and ‘’thus with a kiss’ he does. 

 

Perhaps it was the ‘’inauspicious stars' that led Romeo to his dreadful fate, or maybe his 

abrupt unmindful choices that directed him toward this ‘’misadventure’’. Shakespeare has 

successfully explored Romeo’s longing for love, his sacrifices for Juliet and his last moments 

before reuniting with her. He has intended to leave the cause of this tragedy open to 

interpretation but through the words of the noble prince, he has acknowledged his 

astonishing work by declaring that there ‘’never was a story of more woe than that of Romeo 

and her Juliet’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


